
Phoneme Segmentation Fluency

Repeats word
Makes random errors
Says initial sound only
Says onset rime
Does not segment blends
Adds sounds
Makes consistent errors on specific sound(s)
Other

First Sound Fluency

Says beginning consonant phoneme in isolation
Says beginning consonant plus vowel
Says beginning consonant blend
Says beginning consonant blend plus vowel
Subsitutes name of letter for initial sound
Makes multiple random errors

Nonsense Word Fluency

Says correct sounds out of order (sound-by-sound)
Makes random errors
Says correct sounds, does not recode
Says correct sounds, recodes out of order
Says correct sounds, recodes with incorrect sound(s)
Says correct sounds and correctly recodes
Doesn’t track correctly
Tries to turn nonsense words into real words
Makes consistent errors on specific letter sound(s)
Other

DIBELS® Oral Reading Fluency

Reads with appropriate phrasing, intonation/expression, and observed punctuation
Self-corrects/monitors meaning
Shows automaticity on re-read words
Uses effective decoding strategies
Errors preserve passage meaning
Errors violate passage meaning
Frequently omits words or letters
Frequently adds words or letters
Frequent errors on sight words (e.g. , I, was, and, the, said, etc.)
Frequent errors on phonetically regular words (e.g., cat, milk, etc. )
Frequent errors on phonetically irregular words
Skips lines
Summarizes
Repeats the same detail
Retells the passage verbatim

“Speed reads” the passage (i.e., reads quickly with no phrasing or intonation) and 
as limited retell relative to number of words read
Talks about own life related to passage
Other

Letter Naming Fluency

Makes random errors
Makes consistent errors on specific letter(s)
Says letter sound instead of letter name
Doesn’t track correctly
Other
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Response Patterns


	Reads with appropriate phrasing intonationexpression and observed punctuation: Off
	Uses meaning cues ie the error preserves meaning: Off
	Selfcorrectsmonitors meaning: Off
	Uses structural cues ie the error preserves the sentence structure: Off
	Shows automaticity on reread words: Off
	Uses visual clues ie the error preserves the match of a single letter: Off
	Uses effective decoding strategies: Off
	Errors preserve passage meaning: Off
	Relies primarily on one cueing system: Off
	Errors violate passage meaning: Off
	Crosschecks cueing systems: Off
	Frequently omits words or letters: Off
	Selfmonitors for comprehension: Off
	Frequently adds words or letters: Off
	Apt and fluent phrasing: Off
	Frequent errors on sight words eg  I was and the said etc: Off
	Demonstrates comprehension: Off
	Frequent errors on phonetically regular words eg cat milk etc: Off
	Frequent errors on phonetically irregular words: Off
	Skips lines: Off
	Summarizes: Off
	Repeats the same detail: Off
	Retells the passage verbatim: Off
	Says correct sounds out of order soundbysound: Off
	Speed reads the passage ie reads quickly with no phrasing or intonation and: Off
	Makes random errors: Off
	Says correct sounds does not recode: Off
	Talks about own life related to passage: Off
	Says correct sounds recodes out of order: Off
	Other: Off
	Says correct sounds recodes with incorrect sounds: Off
	Says correct sounds and correctly recodes: Off
	Doesnt track correctly: Off
	Tries to turn nonsense words into real words: Off
	Makes consistent errors on specific letter sounds: Off
	Other_2: Off
	Says beginning consonant plus vowel: Off
	Says beginning consonant blend: Off
	Makes random errors_2: Off
	Says beginning consonant blend plus vowel: Off
	Subsitutes name of letter for initial sound: Off
	Makes multiple random errors: Off
	Makes consistent errors on specific letters: Off
	Says beginning consonant phoneme in isolation: Off
	Says letter sound instead of letter name: Off
	Doesnt track correctly_2: Off
	Other_3: Off


